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The goal of this talk is to construct the Fock representation of noncommutative Kähler mani-
folds. Noncommutative K̈ahler manifolds studied here are constructed by deformation quan-
tization with separation of variables. This deformation quantization was given by Karabegov.
The algebra of the noncommutative Kähler manifolds contains the Heisenberg-like algebras.
Local complex coordinates and partial derivatives of a Kähler potential satisfy the commutation
relations between creation and annihilation operators. A Fock space is spanned by a vacuum,
which is annihilated by all annihilation operators, and states obtained by acting creation oper-
ators on this vacuum. The algebras on noncommutative Kähler manifolds are represented as
those of linear operators acting on the Fock space. We call the representation of the algebra
Fock algebra. In representations studied here, creation operators and annihilation operators are
not Hermitian conjugate with each other, in general. Therefore, the bases of the Fock space are
not the Hermitian conjugates of those of the dual vector space. In this case, we call the repre-
sentation the twisted Fock representation. In this presentation, we construct the twisted Fock
representations for arbitrary noncommutative Kähler manifolds given by deformation quanti-
zation with separation of variables, and we give a dictionary to translate between the twisted
Fock representations and functions on noncommutative Kähler manifolds concretely.
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